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Welcome Nashville FC Youth Membership

Welcome as we begin a new year here at Nashville FC Youth!!!
The 2017-18 fall season is upon us for our Select, Academy, and Recreation players after a
summer that has seen much progress in a variety of different areas for our club. We have upgraded our facilities, and had changes to our organizational structure, hired some great new
staff, and officially transitioned HYSA to Nashville FC Recreation. We hope these changes lead
to our organization improving upon the outstanding year we had in 2016-17.
I would like to recognize our 1998 NFCY Boys Revolution for advancing all the way to the Region III Semifinals and coach Jordan Salisbury for being a PCA Double-Goal Coach National
Finalist! Congratulations to the 1998 boys and coach Jordan!
In our effort to create a one club, one mission atmosphere, we have re-branded Harpeth Youth
Soccer Association (HYSA) into Nashville FC Recreation. Since the very beginning, both HYSA
and Nashville FC Youth have existed as one entity, but that was not really understood. With
the change, we hope that our membership and others will now see how we are one club serving
all with the same mission, rather than two different organizations.
This past year we have seen the publication of these newsletters as well as the launch of our
new website. We hope that all of you will see that our new website has a great deal of information that you can access anytime from anywhere. We hope you will use the new website to answer questions and see all that Nashville FC Youth has to offer you.
As usual we are looking forward to what the future of our club entails, and appreciate everyone’s commitment to making Nashville FC Youth a great place for youth soccer in our city.

WHO ARE WE?

-Josh Severns, Executive Director of Coaching

MISSION STATEMENT

Nashville Football Club Youth, a part of Harpeth Youth Soccer Association a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization, is a full service developmental soccer club which serves boys and girls ages 3 to 18
in the middle Tennessee area by providing a competitive and enjoyable environment conducive
to total player development that fosters creativity, thoughtfulness, passion, and a sense of community.

VISION STATEMENT

Nashville FC Youth is focused on the long-term player development of youth soccer players using
the game of soccer as an enriching experience to teach young people lessons in life. NFC Youth
creates a culture wherein our membership can grow in a safe and nurturing environment which promotes our club values.

TEACHING LIFE THROUGH SOCCER

RECREATION CORNER
BECOMES

Nashville FC Recreation (formerly Harpeth Youth
Soccer Association) is a non-profit recreational soccer
league serving Nashville. Our goal is to create a FUN
soccer environment. We play our games at the beautiful Nashville FC Soccer Complex (formerly HYSA) in
Bellevue.
We want to provide you with the BEST soccer experience in Nashville, from your game day experience, to
the quality of coaching and refs, great fields, colorful
uniforms, strong and timely communication, and
parental/coach involvement. Our recent growth and
development is a testament to this new focus.
We have implemented the Positive Coaching Alliance program throughout our entire club. PCA is all
about the “Power of Positive” and its mission is developing “Better Athletes, Better People” by working to
provide all youth athletes a positive, character-building
youth sports experience.
Our Fall 2017 season will begin on August 12 and
run through October 14. Practices will begin the week

of July 31. Our goal is to get each team at least two
practices before the season begins. Each team will
play 8 games. For registration information link to our
Fall 2017 Info page. To register for the fall 2017 season
go to: clubs.bluesombrero.com/nashvillefcyouth
We have a strong referee mentorship and supervision program that invests in our referees. On site supervision and mentorship also takes place to ensure
the best training and quality of our referees.
We take seriously the commitment and sacrifice of
our coaches. We provide our coaches with resources
and hands-on assistance when needed to help them
develop their coaching abilities. The “Coaches Resources” page has a list of resources available for
coaches to use for drills and practice sessions.
More about our league can be found on this web site,
as well as on our FAQ page. You can also contact our
office at hysa.tn@comcast.net or 615.662.1466, or our
Director of Recreational Soccer at john.stayskal@harpethsoccer.com

COACHES CORNER
-John Stayskal, Director of Recreation

Nashville FC Youth welcomes eight new members to our soccer staff.
Diego Figueroa was hired in the
spring to become Nashville FC Youth’s
new Technical Director. Diego joins
NFCY from Aris after winning a State
Championship. Diego has local ties
after attending Belmont University.

Andy McGovern will return to
Nashville FC Youth after spending a
year away back home in England.
Andy was the Technical Director at
NFCY and will return as the Director of
Communications & Operations.

Anthony Torres joins Nashville FC
Youth after stints at Aris and NUSA.
Anthony is currently on the Belmont
University soccer staff.

Sam Black joins NFCY also after
coaching at Aris. Sam is on the
Strength and Conditioning Staff at Belmont University.

Taylor
Cunningham
joins
our
NFCY/MFCY staff from Kentucky. Taylor
is a Region II ODP coach who was the
team captain at the University of Mississippi in the SEC. Taylor will primarily work
with Murfreesboro FC Youth.
Cameron Wylie has experience coaching in Florida at Davie United Soccer Club
where she was the Head Coach of the
U13 Girls. Cameron will be attending
nursing school at Belmont University.

Our newest additions to the NFCY staff
are Alicen Wright and Katie Dant. Alicen joins our NFCY Girls Academy staff
after a playing career at Auburn University. Katie will head our Junior Academy
program after coaching at Tennessee
Soccer Club and playing at the University
of Mississippi.

Welcome to our newest
NFC / MFC Youth staff members!!!

TEAM SPOTLIGHT
1998 Boys
Nashville FC Youth
REVOLUTION

USYSA REGION III
SEMIFINALISTS

nashville fc youth 1998 boys revolution edged in
usysA region iii semifinal ending amazing run

The Nashville FC Youth 98 Boys
ended an amazing run at the
USYSA Southern Regional Championships in Greensboro, NC on
Tuesday, being edged out 1-0 in
the Semifinals by OFC 98 Boys
from Oklahoma.

The boys battled hard all week in
the heat and in spite of several key
injuries, persevered all the way
into the semifinals.

Revolution began the week taking down Barcelona 98 Blue 1-0
on Friday to jump to the top of their
playing pool. The boys extended their
winning streak topping KSA 97/98 Pro-Profile 4-0
and thus locking in their spot in the quarterfinals.

In the final group match, NFCY
dropped a tough decision 2-1 to
Birmingham United.

After finishing second in the
group, NFCY took on a traditional regional power in CASL
from North Carolina in the quarterfinal. Revolution jumped out
to a 2-1 lead and kept their momentum going, securing a 3-2
win and a spot in the semifinal
vs. OFC.

In the end, we are very proud of
a great run by our Nashville FC
Youth 98 Boys Revolution in their

final matches!!!
Great job boys we are very proud!!!

PLAYERS CORNER
we ask, “So, why are you now doing this
to other people?” it can be an a-ha moment, as players see they have the power
to change things.

preventing hazing
on your team

“Hazing is the practice of rituals and
other activities involving harassment,
abuse or humiliation used as a
way of initiating a person into a
group.”
– Merriam-Webster unabridged dictionary, 2010

The first step in preventing hazing on
your team is to understand what it actually means. Many people think of “hazing,” only in its most extreme forms, such
as pressuring new players to engage in
dangerous activities as initiation to the
team.

In the thousands of workshops for
coaches and athletes that Positive
Coaching Alliance (PCA) conducts, we
ask people to reflect on their experiences
with hazing and their team’s or school’s
“traditions.” Opinions differ about whether
or not these constitute hazing:
• Requiring freshmen (or other
new players) to always carry
equipment.
• Making all of the new players
get a specific haircut.
• Pressuring new players to wear
embarrassing clothes.

Some coaches feel pressure to maintain such traditions. Players say things
like, “I had to do these things when I was
a freshman, and now it’s their turn.”

It takes a strong (student or adult)
leader to reconsider these traditions and
change them, when necessary. In our
workshops, some athletes who were initiated this way say it was no big deal; others say they really did not like it. When

For those who maintain that hazing
brings athletes closer together and
helps with team bonding,
we share an Alfred University study reporting
that 71% of students subjected to hazing report
negative effects, such as
getting into fights; being
injured; doing poorly in
school; having difficulty
eating, sleeping, or concentrating; or feeling
angry, confused, embarrassed or guilty.

However, there are ways to positively initiate new team members,
many of which we have learned from athletes and coaches in our workshops:

1) Pair new members of the team
with more senior members to create a
“Big-Brother” or “Big-Sister” program.

Big-Brothers/Sisters take responsibility
for the new members and teach them
what they need to know to succeed on
the team.

2) Create a tradition around new
players getting their uniforms.

This can be a symbolic moment
they always remember. The coach
or captain might talk about what it
means to represent the team/school
when wearing this uniform and then
welcome the new players to the
“family.”
3) Kick the season off with an
unusual whole-team activity.

Most high school sports have
rules about when they can officially
start practicing, so for example,
some cross country teams set out
on a team run with flashlights and
headlamps at 12:01 AM on their first
official practice day.

4) Engage in activities outside
of your sport together.

This might be as simple as cooking dinner or going camping together. Perhaps
your team attends another sport’s game
together.

Regardless of your team’s traditions, it
is important to prevent hazing. In the
moment, find the courage
to be an “up-stander,“
who stands up for teammates who are being
hazed and ends any humiliating or harmful treatment. If you feel at risk
confronting the hazing
alone, seek help (most
often from an adult) as
soon as possible.

PCA hopes that adults
(coaches, parents and sports
leaders) reading this article might
come away with questions.
Perhaps you’re thinking about your
team’s or school’s traditions in a new
way. Use this as a chance to talk with
your fellow coaches and athletes about
the kind of culture you want to create and
be intentional about it.
Breaking the cycle of a negative tradition may not be easy, but this may be one
of the most important leadership moves
you can make.
For more Resources, visit:
www.PCADevZone.org

POSITIVE COACHING ALLIANCE

excerpted from Jim
thompson’s book
the high school
sports parent
the coach as partner

Your son has a new coach for the
upcoming season. As a Second-Goal
Parent, what can you do to ensure a
positive relationship with the coach?
Students do better academically
when they know their parents support
the teacher and school. The same is
certainly true for sports. Here’s how
you can help establish a coach-parent
partnership to help your athlete have
the best possible experience.
Contact your athlete’s coach as
soon as you know who it is. Introduce
yourself, and let him know that you
appreciate his commitment that goes
way beyond the amount of time spent
at practices and games. Most
coaches only hear from parents when
there is a problem. By establishing a
positive relationship early, it will be
much easier to talk with him later if a
problem arises.
Make the coach’s job easier. Attend
parent meetings. Check with the
coach before scheduling vacations
during the season. If you can, offer to
help if he ever needs volunteers. Don’t
say or do anything that might undermine the coach’s authority. Display a
positive, upbeat attitude around the
coach and other parents. This will help
the coach focus maximum attention
on helping the players improve rather

than worrying about the parents.
Fill the coach’s Emotional Tank.
When he is doing something you like,
let him know, in person or by e-mail,
and mention it to other parents as
well.
Thank him after games – especially
ones when the team lost. Bring him a
cup of coffee at an early morning practice. Send a thank you card in the middle of the season. Coaches with full
E-Tanks have more to give – to the
team and to your athlete.
Don’t put your athlete in the middle
between his coach and you. Never
criticize the coach in front of your athlete or other parents. When parents
support a coach, it is easier for an athlete to put his wholehearted effort into
learning to play well, while divided loyalties make it harder for him to do his
best.
Even if you think your teen’s coach

is not handling a situation well, do not
share that opinion with your teen. If
you conclude that something needs to
be done, meet with the coach to talk
about it, but not when you are upset
and have trouble controlling your
emotions. Observe a “cooling off” period of 24 hours. This will give you
time to think about your goals and
script what you want to say. Case
Studies 3 and 5 have more on
whether and how to talk with the
coach.
Let the coach coach. Providing additional technical or tactical coaching
can do more harm than good, especially as it may conflict with the
coaches’ advice. Trying to win is the
responsibility of the players and
coaches. You have a much more important role to play. Retain your Second-Goal focus on the life lessons
your athlete learns from sports.

POSITIVE COACHING ALLIANCE
2017 Double-Goal Coach
Award National Finalist

Jordan salsbury
Nashville FC Youth
1998 Boys Revolution
Head Coach

PARENT EDUCATION

counterproductive to development) their
distractive communication is.

referees Will be
Able to develop

south carolina soccer
parents put in “time out”
– A month of silence
by Skye Eddy Bruce
July 6, 2017

Second, I don’t think parents in South
Carolina need to view this as a punishment. I think they should try to view it as
an opportunity. There are many positive
outcomes (opportunities) that will happen
as a result of this initiative.

potential positive outcomes:

perspective to level heAded
The South Carolina Youth Soccer AssopArents
ciation recently announced a Silent September for all soccer sidelines in the entire
Silent Saturday’s or Sunday’s are a
state. Yes, you read that correctly – it’s not
a Silent Saturday or Sunday as we’ve be- novel concept. They are an event. And
come accustomed to – it’s the entire because they are usually
held once a season, the
month of September.
lessons they seek to imupon
parents,
Parents in South Carolina have been part
coaches, and players are
put in Time Out. Time to reflect.
not fully realized.
Parents will be required to sign a Code
My prediction is that
of Conduct agreeing to be silent and specific guidelines have been put in place re- there will be hundreds and
garding how to handle parents and hundreds of parents who,
coaches unwilling to support the silence. at the end of September,
Parents can be banned from games, have truly changed their becoaches can be ejected and games can havior on the sidelines permabe forfeited. Additionally, coaches (who nently. I’m talking about
are allowed to talk) are required to ad- Level-Headed Parents. These are
dress referees with a sign of respect as the parents who are supportive in na“Referee” (instead of all the other ways ture, but who find themselves distracting
their child by giving them directions such
they tend to be addressed.)
as “Pass to…” or “Go get the ball!”
I applaud this bold move by the South
If these parents can realize that their
Carolina Youth Soccer Association and
the Soccer Parenting Association will be child is able to perform well without them
following the roll out, response and rami- giving them direction, then maybe they
fications closely.
will see how unnecessary (not to mention

Much of the feedback I’ve seen online
about the Silent September initiative is
that it feels like ALL the parents are being
“punished” because of a FEW. I don’t
think that’s necessarily the case.

First, it’s not just Hostile communication
that must be stopped. Many Level
Headed parents coach from the sidelines
and this is counter-productive to development and enjoyment for young players.

Can you imagine how you would feel if
you were trying to do something very difficult, that required constant deep thought
and awareness, and you were being distracted by people calling out to you,
screaming at you, telling you that you
were not doing your work correctly? It
would be a real challenge to get better at
your work, to improve and learn. We need
to have perspective on the sidelines and
understand that the referees on the fields
are novice referees, seeking to learn and
improve just as our children playing are
seeking to do.
Maybe if we give referees a break from
our barrage of commentary, they will be better
able to learn and grow
and develop.
Maybe if we give referees a break from our
barrage of commentary
they will find more enjoyment in the work they
do and not quit. (Our referee shortage is a real
problem.)

Maybe if we give referees a
break from our barrage of commentary we will realize that the
game is just that – a game.
Maybe if we give ourselves a break from
our barrage of commentary we will realize
how enjoyable it is to watch our child and
their teammates and opponents compete
and find joy on the field.

VOLUNTEER OF THE SPRING
lewis (lou) braswell
Nashville FC Youth Volunteer
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

volunteers needed
CLUB FUNDRAISING/SPONSORS
NFCY TOURNAMENTS
NFCY RECREATION SATURDAYS

coAches Will be
Able to coAch

PARENT EDUCATION

for players, parents, coaches and refer- “Not Fun” to players – were “parents
ees and I am thrilled they will not be wel- yelling at referees” and “parents coaching
come on the sidelines in South Carolina from the sidelines”.
All coaches have a different coaching this September!
When soccer isn’t fun – kids will quit
style.
Soccer Parents verbally abusing refer- playing.
Some are very talkative (oftentimes this ees and other players is simply not acAnd, when players aren’t being discan border on being distractive) and some ceptable.
tracted, they may even grow and develop
sit quietly. There is no right or wrong style,
I predict there will be real issues that more as a player.
it’s personal.
come out of this.
potential negative outcomes
I predict two things will happen with the
I predict police will be called to fields
coaches.
Hmmmm….I’ve been racking my mind
and there will be special meetings of
here
trying to come up with a potential
1. The coaches who talk too much, who Boards of Directors. Good! We need a
negative
outcome of Silent September. I
“joystick” their players will suddenly real- cultural shift – and that comes with a
know
my
son, a recreation level player,
ize how much they are talking and it will change in behavior. Boards need to be
likes
to
hear
my voice now and then. I
ready to stand up to these parents – and
feel as such. They will calm down a bit.
know
that
there
are times where I help
ban them from the sidelines if they are not
him
stay
focused
simply by calling out his
2. The players will start to really hear the willing to follow the Code of Conduct.
name
when
he
is
distracted and not paycoach talk to them – so when they are
ing
attention.
Harsh? Yes. But necessary.
given some instruction – get this – they
will LEARN.
But I have a hard time saying my son
Sadly, I also predict a Crazy Soccer
being
challenged to keep himself focused,
And – parents will learn too! Because Parent will file a Freedom of Speech lawor
having
to learn to play without my voice
they are quiet on the sidelines – they will suit.
encouraging
him (self motivation) is a
hear the coach’s coaching points and
negative
thing.
plAyers Will plAy
learn a bit about the nuances of the game
as well.
With Joy – mAybe
The Soccer Parenting Association is
even plAy better
launching
The Sideline Project this Fall for
crAZy soccer pArents
our
Club
Members
at MySoccerParentOur kids don’t want to hear their parents
Will not be Welcome
ing.com.
The
Sideline
Project is a parent
on the sidelines. It makes soccer “not
and
coach
education
program with
Good riddance to the Crazy Soccer Par- fun.” When Dr. Amanda Visek from
dripped
content
over
the
course of the
ents who have been controlling our side- George Washington University surveyed
season
to
help
parents
curb
their negative
lines for way too long. You’ve got that youth soccer players in her groundbreakor
distracting
behavior
on
the
sidelines. If
right, I have no compassion for them at ing “Fun Factor” and “Not Fun Factor”
you
are
interested
in
learning
more visit,
all. They are taking the joy out of soccer studies she found that what makes soccer
http://www.soccerparenting.com

